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Event:  Mining Tech Africa Conference 2019 
 

Host:  Spire Events  
 

Venue:  Crowne Plaza Hotel, Rosebank, Johannesburg 
 

Date:  07/03/2019-08/03/2019 
 

Spire Events in collaboration with the North West University hosted the Mining Tech Africa Conference 

at the Crowne Plaza Hotel in Rosebank on the 7th and 8th March 2019. The conference focused on 

the latest trends in the mining industry with disruptive technologies being at the core of all the 

presentations and panel discussions. Mr Gerard Mohapi (Project Manager) from the Competence 

Centre for Mining and Mineral Resources within the Southern African-German Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry attended the event. 

The opening theme of the conference was “Future of Mining 2020 and Beyond”. The conference was 

kicked off with a Keynote Address by Mr Blessings Ramoba, President of the Mining Forum of South 

Africa. He spoke about the key innovations that mining companies can tap into I order to increase the 

returns for all their stakeholders. Central to this is the necessity of driving local companies to compete 

on a global level, especially in the context of the Mining Charter 3. The overall conclusion of his 

presentation was on that some of the requirements for successful implementation of Mining 4.0 

technologies in the mining industry will be getting workers re-skilled and new career paths. 

The second session focused on “Driving Change Through IOT Technology”. Miss Mihlali Sitefane from 

ENSafrica addressed the subject of innovation and how important innovation is in assisting mines to 

comply with legislation. Access to critical resources require skills, water, power and capital. In ensuring 

that these requirements are met, mining technology plays a critical role and innovative technologies 

are needed in order to reduce costs, improve asset profitability and improve safety. Technology 

companies need to take into cognisance that mining houses have other responsibilities in addition to 

extraction. They have obligations towards the environment, their host communities, the state as the 

custodian of mineral resources and have to comply with the Mineral Resources Petroleum 

Developments Act and other applicable legislation. She concluded by saying, “For the effective 

implementation of new technologies to occur, innovation must consider the law”. 

Miss Sitefane’s presentation was followed by a presentation by the Business Science Corporation 

(BSC). BSC is a 4th Industrial Revolution Enablement Company with offerings in Traditional Consulting 

(Applied), Technology Deployment (Systems) and Business Enhancement (Capital). Their topic focused 

on the Periodic Table of Mining which is the Physical (Orebody, Infrastructure an Equipment), the 

activities (Mining operations and process), products (Run of Mine or after processing end products) 

and the economics (the bottom line). They use modelling and reverse modelling techniques to 

determine the operational bottlenecks or inefficiencies that lead to actual performance not meeting 

planned performance targets. From their experience, the gap between  
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planned performance and poor actual performance is caused by unrealistic planning, variability in 

actual system performance and poor utilisation. Their optimisation methodology uses the “Four 

Components of Performance Assurance Application”. This method is enabled by using different 

technologies for Reporting (IOT and smart dashboards), Diagnostics (Value Driver Trees and 

Attributive Analysis), Prediction (Simulation and Statistical Modelling) and Prescription (Optimisation 

and Scenario Analysis). These technologies form part of BSC’s Digital Twin and allow BSC to optimise 

costs, efficiencies and other KPI’s. BSC also has a Virtual Reality offering that can be used for Safety 

Training on mine operations. 

The next session was under the topic of “Digital Transformation and Change”. Mr Cuan Kloppers from 

Afarak Group gave a presentation on “The Rate of Change of Digital Transformation”. The theme of 

the presentation was to contextualise digital transformation and the journey to embark upon 

innovation and transformation as a business enabler. The transformation must take into cognisance 

the new reality that disruption and volatility are the new constants for the mining sector. New 

technologies are disrupting the mining game and if operations do not adopt or adapt to these 

disruptions their operational viability is under threat. Furthermore, market-related volatility is a 

constant challenge that mines have to adapt to as a new modifying factor for operational viability. A 

typical company framework for a mining operators is composed of the Operational Framework, 

Operating Model, Strategy and the Operating Environment (economics). The operational performance 

of the company framework is affected by industry challenges and the business drivers listed on the 

table below: 

Industry Challenges Business Drivers 

  

Chinese Slowdown Rethinking the mining strategy 

Rising Costs Digital effectiveness 

Digital effectiveness Driving sustainable shared social outcomes 

Maximising portfolio returns Maximising portfolio returns 

The ‘water-energy” nexus Future of workforce 

Cost of Energy Cash flow management 

 Future of workforce Operational efficiency 

Labour relations and wage negotiations  

Maintenance and loss of critical skills  

Reliance on third party infrastructure  

Failure to deliver on the full potential of 
operating assets 

 

Public Perception/License to operate  

Resources Nationalism  
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Technology and innovation are seen as the pillars that will overcome the industry challenges and 

optimise the business drivers. In order for this to happen mines have to move up the technology 

curve and intelligent mining requires organisational transformation. The digital trends shaping the 

mining industry are: 
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Artificial intelligence 

 

 

 

 

Visualisations and Alerts 
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Integrated Automation 
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Cognitive Networks 
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Deloitte Digital states in order to ensure sustainable intelligent mining, mines need to transform from 

Siloed Models to businesses that are value driven and have agile operating models. The 

transformation process requires a project management approach that moves from Blueprinting to 

realisation, implementation and finally to training. Mine organisational cultures and operating models 

are rigid so a phased organisational change process guided by an on the ground change management 

implementation process is needed. For digital transformation to occur, organisational transformation 

is a business imperative. Choosing the best fit technology for the geological conditions and mining 

method as well as changing mind-sets averse to change will play a critical role in the successful 

adoption of Mining 4.0 Technologies in mining. 

Mr Matthew Arnett (CEO-Fort) presented on Block Chain Technology and the role it plays in optimising 

supply chain management, reshaping ownership and bridging liquidity. Trading is one of the most 

critical drivers of the mining industry and there is huge potential for positioning metals-backed Non-

fungible tokens (NFT) as preferred collateral for stable coins as well mixed and pure metal baskets. 

Trading could happen in the form of Spot Trading (trade metals backed NFT’s on Fort Terminal) or 

Futures (Portfolio of Future sold through NFT’s and these would be liquid at any time, regardless of 

maturity date). 

Other important presentations included presentations by Mrs Mpho Manyala-Chitapi on “Data Privacy 

in the Mining Sector” central to her presentation was the role that the Protection of Personal 

Information Act, (“POPI”) 2013, The African Union Convention on Cyber Security and Data Protection 

and EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) will play in terms of data privacy in the sector. The 

role data privacy plays in the digitalisation of the mining sector will play will be focused employee 

contracts, data retention policies, CCTV policies and monitoring practices, Bring Your Own Device 

(BYOD) Policy and Password Policies). The topics addressed by other speakers included “Domain Name 

Abuse” (by Doreen Mokoena-from ZADNA) and a presentation from the North West University on 

Pertraction for Mineral Processing. 
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